Mitchell Peters - Fundamentals
for Timpani - Etude 48
Notes from Matthew Cook, Los Angeles Percussion Quartet

Mallet Suggestion
Use either:
• Innovative Percussion BT4 - Bamboo Timpani / General Mallet
• Innovative Percussion BT5 - Bamboo Timpani / Medium Hard Mallet

Sticking
Before you begin, go through and mark sticking choice for every note. This etude is mainly a
challenge of navigating your drums. Practicing with the same sticking every time is essential for
muscle memory and confident performance.
Here is an example of my sticking choice for Measures 9-11:

I try to avoid crossing my mallets when playing timpani to maintain a consistent impact point/
angle between the mallet and the drum. If your instructor prefers you to cross your mallets, feel
free to do so - but do so carefully to maintain an even sound quality.
Here is an example of my sticking choice for Measures 22-25. Notice on my part, how I like to
circle or draw a box around any doubles so my eyes can quickly see them while playing:

Timing
This etude features several time modulations where the 8th note stays the same. Keep in mind
that the tempo is consistent, but how you count in your head changes (and so does the way you
phrase it musically).
Here is an example from Measures 25-28. The relationship of each 8th note in this passage is
exactly the same. Literally the only thing that changes (mathematically speaking) is the bar line
separating each measure:

Practice along with the click track I created for you on www.innovativepercussion.com to
ensure that your timing is accurate.
1. You can load the track in to free computer programs like “Audacity” that will slow it down
to whatever tempo you are practicing.
2. The file has four bars of 3/4 “count in” before you start playing.
3. You technically can also use this click track to make your recording (though not allowed
in live auditions). Recording with the click track will not necessarily lead to a better result,
but it is certainly a powerful practice tool. It is a good idea to record yourself playing to
the click track to listen back to your tendencies with timing.

Muffling
It is ideal to muffle all drums during:
• Every notated rest to show true note value.
• Between drum changes to provide clear melodies and harmonic changes.
• During sudden dynamic changes
Because of the quick tempo and amount of notes, muffling will be minimal. Begin by muffling
any of the easier moments to show that you understand the concept of muffling. This could be
rests in the middle of less intricate passages like Measure 1.

Next, go through and pick the drums that clutter the air the most, or the ones you played last. If
you have two notes on the same drum with a rest in the middle, perhaps muffle that drum and
let the others ring. This is because the previous drums have already naturally faded a little bit. It
also clears the way for a clean attack on that drum.

Muffle during long notes to show clear harmonic changes.

Musicality
Often composers use time signatures to imply direction of phrasing to the performer. Try to
show the time signature - and its changes - with your phrasing to avoid sounding like you’re
just playing a flurry of notes.
• While playing 3/4, emphasize beat - Measures 7-10

• While playing 9/8, emphasize Beat 1 + extra weight on Beats 4 and 7 - Measures 23-24

• While playing 6/8, emphasize beat 1 & 4 - Measures 26-27

Rolls
There aren’t many rolls in this etude, but are a few moments when the composer asks for a roll
marked “fp”. When you see this, play one loud note on the drum before you begin a soft roll
that crescendos. AVOID launching in to a fast roll on Beat 1. Also, speed up roll during
crescendo.
Measure 28 with roll speed break down.

